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V -UNIVERSAL HOPF ALGEBRAS (CO)ACTING ON Ω-ALGEBRAS
A.L. AGORE, A.S. GORDIENKO, AND J. VERCRUYSSE
Abstract. We develop a theory which unifies the universal (co)acting bi/Hopf algebras
as studied by Sweedler, Manin and Tambara with the recently introduced [2] bi/Hopf-
algebras that are universal among all support equivalent (co)acting bi/Hopf algebras. Our
approach uses vector spaces endowed with a family of linear maps between tensor powers of
A, called Ω-algebras. This allows us to treat algebras, coalgebras, braided vector spaces and
many other structures in a unified way. We study V -universal measuring coalgebras and
V -universal comeasuring algebras between Ω-algebras A and B, relative to a fixed subspace
V of VectpA,Bq. By considering the case A “ B, we derive the notion of a V -universal
(co)acting bialgebra (and Hopf algebra) for a given algebra A. In particular, this leads to
a refinement of the existence conditions for the Manin–Tambara universal coacting bi/Hopf
algebras. We establish an isomorphism between the V -universal acting bi/Hopf algebra and
the finite dual of the V -universal coacting bi/Hopf algebra under certain conditions on V in
terms of the finite topology on EndF pAq.
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1. Introduction
In many areas of mathematics and physics, algebras with an additional structure find
their applications, e.g. algebras with an action of a group by automorphisms, algebras with
an action of a Lie algebra by derivations or group graded algebras. For such algebras it is
often useful to consider the more general notion of a (co)module algebra over a Hopf algebra
which enables to develop theories for different types of additional structures simultaneously.
In addition, (co)module algebras can be interpreted as algebras of regular functions on
noncommutative spaces with fixed quantum symmetries. As it is often the case in Hopf
algebra theory, dual notions play an equally important role and therefore also (co)module
coalgebras are studied [10], for example when considering generalized Hopf modules [3].
When one studies graded algebras, for many applications, e.g. for the structure theory and
graded polynomial identities, it does not matter which specific group is grading the algebra,
only the decomposition of the algebra into the direct sum of graded components is important.
This idea led naturally to the notion of equivalence of gradings. (See e.g. [5].) As the authors
showed in [2], this notion can be generalized further to the case of (co)module structures on
algebras. Equivalence of (co)module structures can be used, for instance, in the study of
polynomial H-identities. Furthermore, as the classification of (co)module algebras seems to
be a wild problem, a reasonable approach is to try to obtain such classification for a given
algebra up to equivalence of (co)module structures. Following this avenue of investigation
could drastically simplify the process of classification.
It turns out that among all Hopf algebras (co)acting on a given algebra in an equivalent
way, there exists a universal one [2, Theorem 3.6, Theorem 4.5]. These universal Hopf
algebras are analogues of the universal group of a grading [5, Definition 1.17].
Several other universal (co)acting Hopf algebras/bialgebras are present in the literature.
To start with, in the 1960s, M.E. Sweedler introduced the universal measuring coalgebra
which lead to the notion of the universal measuring bialgebra [11, Chapter VII]. Unlike
the universal Hopf algebra/bialgebra of a specific action defined in [2], Sweedler’s universal
measuring bialgebra is universal among all actions, not necessarily equivalent to a given one.
Moreover, Sweedler’s construction leads naturally to the notion of a universal acting Hopf
algebra of an algebra (see Example 4.4).
Dual notions of the universal measuring bialgebra were introduced in 1988–1990 by
Yu. I. Manin [6] and D. Tambara [13] under the name of universal coacting bi/Hopf algebra
of an algebra. For the importance of these objects in non-commutative algebraic geometry
we refer the reader to [9]. It is worth to point out that the existence of the universal coact-
ing (bi)algebra and Hopf algebra has been proved only for finite dimensional algebras [13,
Theorem 1.1], or for graded algebras that are finite dimensional in each of the homogeneous
components [6] (remark that in both cases, this means that the algebra is a rigid object in the
symmetric monoidal category wherein both the algebra and the universal coacting bi/Hopf
algebra live). We provide examples of (infinite dimensional) algebras and coalgebras for
which the universal coacting bi/Hopf algebra does not exist at all in Section 4.5 below.
The present paper was prompted mainly by the desire to build a unified theory, which
includes as particular cases universal Hopf algebras of a given (co)action from [2] as well as
the Sweedler–Manin–Tambara universal (co)acting bi/Hopf algebras. This will be achieved
by introducing the notion of a V -universal (co)acting bi/Hopf algebra of an algebra A over
a field F for a given subalgebra V of the algebra EndF pAq of linear operators on A. In order
to treat in our theory the case of (co)actions both on algebras and on coalgebras (and even
on braided vector spaces or other structures) we let A be just a vector space with a fixed set
Ω of linear maps between tensor powers of A. We call a space A with such a structure an
Ω-algebra, see Section 3.1.
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Another goal of this paper is to provide a unifying treatment for the different conditions
which are classically imposed on an algebra A in order for the Manin–Tambara universal
coacting bi/Hopf algebra to exist. This leads to one of the main results of this paper:
Theorem 4.10, where necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a V -universal
coacting Hopf algebra are given. In particular, this allows us to refine the conditions of
existence of the Manin–Tambara universal coacting bi/Hopf algebras (Corollary 4.11).
Another aspect that we consider in this paper is duality. In [13, Remark 1.3], D. Tambara
showed that the universal measuring coalgebra from a finite dimensional algebra to an algebra
is isomorphic to the finite dual of the universal comeasuring algebra between the same
algebras. In Theorem 4.15 we provide a refinement of this duality, showing that under
certain conditions on V in terms of the finite topology on EndF pAq, the V -universal acting
bi/Hopf algebra is isomorphic to the finite dual of the V -universal coacting bi/Hopf algebra.
An important consequence of this result is that it provides a way of describing the universal
Hopf algebra of an action in the finite dimensional case. Indeed, while the construction of the
universal Hopf algebra of a coaction is more or less transparent as it is defined by generators
and relations [2, Theorem 3.6], the proof of existence of the universal Hopf algebra of an
action is non-constructive. Now with Theorem 4.15 at hand we can proceed as follows: if
A is a finite dimensional H-module algebra over a finite dimensional Hopf algebra H via
ψ : H b A Ñ A, then the universal Hopf algebra of ψ is H˝0 where we denote by H0 the
universal Hopf algebra of the H˚-coaction ρ : AÑ AbH˚ corresponding to ψ.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we introduce some preliminary material on (support) equivalence of linear
maps as well as certain topological notions needed throughout. Section 3.1 sets the stage
for the sequel by introducing the notion of a Ω-algebra. In order to make our constructions
transparent categorically, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we define (co)measurings in the more gen-
eral setting of Ω-algebras. In Theorem 3.10 we construct a V -universal measuring coalgebra,
denoted by
˝
CpA,B, V q, for any Ω-algebras A and B and any subspace V Ď VectF . The exis-
tence of a V -universal comeasuring algebra A˝pA,B, V q is shown in Theorem 3.16 under the
assumption that V is closed in the finite topology onVectF and pointwise finite dimensional.
The main result of Section 3.4 provides a coalgebra isomorphism between
˝
CpA,B, V q and
the finite dual A˝pA,B, V q˝, an analog of the classical duality between Sweedler’s measuring
coalgebra and Manin–Tambara’s universal coacting algebra [13].
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we consider (co)actions in the setting of Ω-algebras by introduc-
ing the notions of module Ω-algebras and comodule Ω-algebras over a bialgebra. These
generalize the classical (co)module (co)algebras. While V -universal acting bi/Hopf algebras
(Theorem 4.2) exist for every unital subalgebra of EndF pAq, this is not true for V -universal
coacting bi/Hopf algebras. In Section 4.2 we show that the latter exist if V is again closed in
the finite topology and pointwise finite dimensional. We denote by
˝
BpA, V q and B˝pA, V q
the V -universal acting bialgebra, respectively the V -universal coacting bialgebra.
The next two sections revolve around the notion of duality. More precisely, Section 4.3
studies the duality between actions and coactions. The main result is Theorem 4.15 where
we prove that for any Ω-algebra A and any V Ď EndF pAq a unital pointwise finite dimen-
sional subalgebra closed in the finite topology, the V -universal acting bi/Hopf algebra is
isomorphic to the finite dual of the V -universal coacting bi/Hopf algebra. Finally, in Sec-
tion 4.4 we turn to the classical duality between algebras and coalgebras and study the way
V -universal (co)acting bialgebras behave with respect to it in a more general situation of
Ω- and Ω˚-algebras. More precisely, we show that for a finite dimensional Ω-algebra A and
a unital subalgebra V Ď EndF pA
˚q we have a bialgebra isomorphism between
˝
BpA˚, V q
and
˝
BpA, V #qop, where V # :“ tf˚ | f P V u. Similarly, we have a bialgebra isomorphism
between B˝pA˚, V q and B˝pA, V #qcop. The two isomorphisms can be extended to the level of
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V -universal (co)acting Hopf algebras if we assume some extra conditions on
˝
BpA, V #q and
B˝pA, V #q. This is done in Theorems 4.17 and 4.19.
Finally, in Section 4.5 we present explicit examples of (co)algebras for which the universal
coacting Hopf algebra does not exist.
We end this introductory part with a few words about notation. Throughout the paper
we fix the base field F . A vector space will always mean a vector space over F , the same
for linear maps, tensor products, (co)algebras, bialgebras etc. All coalgebras considered here
are counital coassociative. A˝ stands for the finite dual of an algebra A. The multiplication
and unit maps of an algebra A are denoted by µA and uA. Similarly, ∆C and εC are
used to designate the comultiplication and counit of a coalgebra C. When there is no fear
of confusion we drop the subscripts. For a bialgebra B we denote by Bop (resp. Bcop) the
opposite (resp. co-opposite) bialgebra. We use the following notation for the usual categories:
AlgF (unital associative algebras over F ), CoalgF (coalgebras over F ), BialgF (bialgebras
over F ), HopfF (Hopf algebras over F ) and SHopfF (Hopf algebras with bijective antipode
over F ).
If A and B are objects of a category A, we denote by ApA,Bq the set of all morphisms
A Ñ B in A. For example, VectF pV,W q is the set of all linear maps V Ñ W for vector
spaces V and W .
We usually omit the notation for forgetful and embedding functors, e.g. AlgF Ñ VectF .
In addition, we freely use the vector space structure on VectF pV,W q without special notice.
If S is a subset of a vector space over a field F , we denote the linear span of S by xSyF .
2. Linear maps, their (co)supports, and finite topology
2.1. Support and cosupport of linear maps. We start by introducing some notation
and terminology that will be of use in our study of (co)measurings in the next sections.
Let P be any vector space. We denote by ActP the category whose objects are triples
pA,B, ψq where A and B are vector spaces and ψ : P bAÑ B is a linear map. A morphism
pA,B, ψq Ñ pA1, B1, ψ1q in ActP is a pair of linear maps f : A Ñ A
1, g : B Ñ B1 such that
ψ1 ˝ pidP bfq “ g ˝ ψ. Of course if P has no additional structure, objects in ActP are not
“actions” in the usual sense.
Let pA,B, ψq be an object in ActP . Then let us denote by ψ : P Ñ VectF pA,Bq the
associated morphism under the Hom-tensor adjunction, in other words, ψppqpaq “ ψpp b aq
for all p P P and a P A.
Definition 2.1. We call the subspace
cosuppψ :“ ψpP b p´qq “ ψpP q Ď VectF pA,Bq
the cosupport of ψ.
Definition 2.2. Suppose ψi : PibAÑ B, i “ 1, 2, are two linear maps for some vector spaces
P1 and P2. We say that ψ1 is coarser than ψ2 and ψ2 is finer than ψ1 and write ψ1 ď ψ2
if cosuppψ1 Ď cosuppψ2. We say that ψ1 and ψ2 are (support) equivalent if ψ1 ď ψ2 and
ψ1 ě ψ2, i.e. when they have the same cosupport.
Let Q be any vector space. We denote by CoActQ the category whose objects are triples
pA,B, ρq where A and B are vector spaces and ρ : AÑ B bQ is a linear map. A morphism
pA,B, ρq Ñ pA1, B1, ρ1q in CoActQ is a pair of linear maps f : AÑ A
1, g : B Ñ B1 such that
ρ1 ˝f “ pgb idQq˝ρ. Analogously to comodule structures, for such maps we use the Sweedler
notation ρpaq “ ap0q b ap1q for a P A, where the summation symbol is omitted.
Let paαqα be a basis in A and let pbβqβ be a basis in B. Define qβα P Q by
ρpaαq “
ř
β bβ b qβα. We call the linear span of qβα the support of ρ and denote it by
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supp ρ. Applying linear functions dual to bβ , it is easy to see that supp ρ does not depend
on the choice of the bases in A and B. In fact, supp ρ coincides with the smallest subspace
Q1 of Q such that ρpAq Ď B bQ1, i.e. such that ρ factors as in the following diagram
A
ρ //
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏ B bQ
B b supp ρ
88qqqqqqqqqqq
For any map ρ : A Ñ B b Q we denote ρ_ : Q˚ b A Ñ B the linear map defined by
ρ_pq˚ b aq :“ q˚pap1qqap0q. Obviously, this construction defines a functor CoActQ Ñ ActQ˚
that sends pA,B, ρq to pA,B, ρ_q and any morphism to itself.
Definition 2.3. We call the subspace
cosupp ρ :“ cosupp ρ_ “ ρ_pQ˚ b p´qq “ ρ_pQ˚q Ď VectF pA,Bq
the cosupport of ρ.
Definition 2.4. Suppose ρi : A Ñ B b Qi, i “ 1, 2, are linear maps for some vector
spaces Qi. We say that ρ1 is coarser than ρ2 and ρ2 is finer than ρ1 and write ρ1 ď ρ2
if cosupp ρ1 Ď cosupp ρ2. We say that ρ1 and ρ2 are (support) equivalent if ρ1 ď ρ2 and
ρ1 ě ρ2.
Let us observe that the notions of support and cosupport as introduced above are indeed
dual notions, as the next lemma makes precise.
Lemma 2.5. Let ρ : A Ñ B b Q be a linear map and ρ_ : Q˚ Ñ VectF pA,Bq as defined
above. Then there is a (unique) linear isomorphism
θ : psupp ρq˚ Ñ cosupp ρ
making the following diagram, which expresses the epi-mono factorization of ρ, commutative
Q˚
pi // //
ρ

psupp ρq˚
θ–

VectF pA,Bq cosupp ρ?
_oo
where pi is the dual of the inclusion map supp ρ Ď Q
Proof. Denote by Q1 any linear complement of supp ρ in Q, then Q – supp ρ ‘ Q1 and
hence also Q˚ – psupp ρq˚ ‘ Q1˚. Using this direct sum decomposition, we immediately
obtain that ρ_pQ1˚q “ 0 and therefore cosupp ρ “ ρ_pQ˚q “ ρ_ppsupp ρq˚q. Hence the
corestriction of ρ_ to psupp ρq˚ is well defined and surjective. Explicitly, this map is given
by θ : psupp ρq˚ Ñ cosupp ρ, θpfq “ ap0qfpap1qq for all f P psupp ρq
˚ and a P A.
It remains to check that θ is injective. To this end, consider as above a basis paαqα in A, a
basis pbβqβ in B and write ρpaαq “
ř
β bβ b qβα, such that the elements qαβ generate supp ρ.
Suppose that θpfq “ 0 for some f P psupp ρq˚. Then we find for all α that
ř
β bβfpqβαq “ 0
Since the elements bβ form a base this implies that fpqβαq “ 0 for all choices of α and β,
hence f “ 0. 
As a consequence of the previous lemma, support equivalence can be expressed equivalently
by means of the support and of the cosupport. More precisely, we have the following.
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Proposition 2.6. Consider linear maps ρi : AÑ BbQi, i “ 1, 2. Then ρ1 ď ρ2 if and only
if there exists a linear map τ : supp ρ2 Ñ supp ρ1 making the diagram below commutative:
A //
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑ B b supp ρ2
idB bτ
✤
✤
✤
B b supp ρ1
(2.1)
The map τ , if it exists, is unique and surjective. Consequently, the linear maps ρ1 and ρ2
are equivalent if and only if τ is a linear isomorphism.
Proof. If ρ1 ď ρ2, then cosupp ρ1 Ď cosupp ρ2. Combining (the dual of) this inclusion with
the isomorphisms θi : psupp ρiq
˚ Ñ cosupp ρi from Lemma 2.5, we obtain an injective linear
map τ˜ : psupp ρ1q
˚ Ñ psupp ρ2q
˚ that sends an element f P psupp ρ1q
˚ to the (unique) element
g P psupp ρ2q
˚ satisfying pidB bfqρ1paq “ pidB bgqρ2paq for all a P A.
psupp ρ1q
˚ τ˜ //
θ1

psupp ρ2q
˚
cosupp ρ1
  // cosupp ρ2
θ´1
2
OO
If we choose as above a basis paαqα in A and a basis pbβqβ in B, and define elements qβα P Q1
and pβα P Q2 by ρ1paαq “
ř
β bβ b qβα and ρ2paαq “
ř
β bβ b pβα, then
τ˜ pfqppβαq “ fpqβαq. (2.2)
Consider the restriction τ of the dual map τ˜˚ : τ˜ : psupp ρ2q
˚˚ Ñ psupp ρ1q
˚˚ to supp ρ2
treated as a subspace of psupp ρ2q
˚˚. By (2.2) we have τppαβq “ qαβ , which means that we
have a correctly defined linear map τ : supp ρ2 Ñ supp ρ1. The map τ is obviously surjective
and makes diagram (2.1) commutative.
Conversely, suppose that there exists a linear map τ : supp ρ2 Ñ supp ρ1 making the
diagram (2.1) commutative. Then θ2˝τ
˚˝θ´11 defines an inclusion of cosupp ρ1 into cosupp ρ2.
Hence ρ1 ě ρ2.
Finally, if ρ1 and ρ2 are equivalent, then ρ2 ě ρ1 implies the existence of a unique map
τ : supp ρ2 Ñ supp ρ1 making the diagram (2.1) commutative, while ρ1 ě ρ2 implies the
existence of the map θ : supp ρ1 Ñ supp ρ2 making commutative the diagram
A //
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑ B b supp ρ2
B b supp ρ1
idB bθ
OO✤
✤
✤
Since both θτ and idsupp ρ2 correspond to ρ2 ě ρ2 and τθ and idsupp ρ1 correspond to ρ1 ě ρ1,
their uniqueness implies θτ “ idsupp ρ2 and τθ “ idsupp ρ1 . Hence τ is indeed a linear isomor-
phism. 
2.2. Closed pointwise finite dimensional subspaces in VectF pA,Bq. For any subspace
V Ď VectF pA,Bq, the restriction of the evaluation map defines a linear map ψ : V bAÑ B
such that cosuppψ “ V . In this section we establish necessary and sufficient conditions (see
Theorem 2.11 below) for a subspace V Ď VectF pA,Bq to be “dualizable”, i.e. to be equal
to cosupp ρ for some linear map ρ : AÑ B bQ, or, equivalently (in view of Lemma 2.5), for
V to be isomorphic to the dual space of supp ρ.
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Recall that the finite topology on VectF pA,Bq is the topology generated by the base of
open sets given by all subsets of the form
Wa1,...,an;b1,...,bn “ tf P VectF pA,Bq | fpa1q “ b1, . . . , fpanq “ bnu
where n P N, a1, . . . , an P A, b1, . . . , bn P B. As this turns VectF pA,Bq into a topological
group, these open sets are also closed. Remark that the finite topology on VectF pA,Bq is
exactly the restriction of the compact-open topology on SetpA,Bq, where both A and B are
regarded with the discrete topology.
Lemma 2.7. For any vector spaces A,B,Q and a linear map ρ : A Ñ B b Q the subspace
ρ_pQ˚ b p´qq Ď VectF pA,Bq is closed in the finite topology.
Proof. Let paαqα be a basis in A and let pbβqβ be a basis in B. Again, define qβα P Q by
ρpaαq “
ř
β bβ b qβα. (For a given α only a finite number of qβα is nonzero.)
Fix f P VectF pA,Bq and define fβα P F by fpaαq “
ř
β fβαbβ . (Again, for a given α only
a finite number of fβα is nonzero.) Then f “ ρ
_pq˚ b p´qq for some q˚ P Q˚ if and only if
q˚pqβαq “ fβα for all α and β. (2.3)
In order to finish the proof, we have to show that for every such f one can choose n P N
and α1, . . . , αn, β1, . . . , βn, i.e. a finite number of indices, such that there is no q
˚ P Q˚ with
q˚pqβiαiq “ fβiαi for all 1 ď i ď n. This would mean that the open neighbourhood
tg P VectF pA,Bq | gpaα1q “ fpaα1q, . . . , gpaαnq “ fpaαnqu
of f has empty intersection with ρ_pQ˚ b p´qq.
Suppose that for all finite subsets α1, . . . , αn, β1, . . . , βn of indices the system of linear
equations
q˚pqβiαiq “ fβiαi , 1 ď i ď n,
has a solution q˚ P Q˚. Then for every λi P F such that
řn
i“1 λiqβiαi “ 0 we haveřn
i“1 λifβiαi “ 0. In other words, we may exclude equations with left hand sides that are
linearly dependent from the left hand sides of the other equations. Denote by pqγqγ a max-
imal linearly independent subsystem of pqβαqα,β, which exists by the Zorn lemma. Denote
fγ :“ fβα for qγ “ qβα. Then the system
q˚pqγq “ fγ for all γ
is equivalent to (2.3). Since qγ are linearly independent, we may include pqγqγ into a basis
in Q and the system (2.3) has a solution. In this case f P ρ_pQ˚ b p´qq.
Therefore, for a given f P VectF pA,Bq we have only two possibilities: either
f P ρ_pQ˚bp´qq or f does not belong to ρ_pQ˚bp´qq together with some open neighbour-
hood. Hence ρ_pQ˚ b p´qq is indeed closed in the finite topology. 
Definition 2.8. We say that a subspace V Ď VectF pA,Bq is pointwise finite dimensional
if for every a P A the subspace V a :“ tva | v P V u Ď B is finite dimensional.
Lemma 2.9. For any vector spaces A,B,Q and a linear map ρ : A Ñ B b Q the subspace
ρ_pQ˚ b p´qq Ď VectF pA,Bq is pointwise finite dimensional.
Proof. For every a P A there exists n P N, ai P A, and qi P Q such that
ρpaq “ a1 b q1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an b qn.
Hence ρ_pq˚ b aq “
řn
k“1 q
˚pqjqaj P xa1, . . . , anyF for every q
˚ P Q˚ and dimF pV aq ď n. 
The following result is well-known, but we add a short proof for the reader’s convenience.
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Lemma 2.10. Let V be a vector space. Then V is dense in V ˚˚ with respect to the finite
topology. In other words, for any finite dimensional subspace T Ď V ˚ and any v˚˚ P V ˚˚
there exists v P V such that v
ˇˇ
T
(viewed as an element of V ˚˚) coincides with v˚˚
ˇˇ
T
.
Proof. Choosing a basis in V , we can represent any v˚ P V ˚ as a (possibly, infinite) row of the
values of v˚ on the basis elements. Choose, in addition, a basis v˚1 , . . . , v
˚
n in T . Performing
Gauss–Jordan elimination on the rows corresponding to v˚1 , . . . , v
˚
n, we can pass to another
basis v˜˚1 , . . . , v˜
˚
n in V
˚ such that the corresponding rows contain an identity nˆn submatrix.
Taking the basis elements v1, . . . , vn corresponding to the columns of this submatrix, we
define v :“
řn
i“1 v
˚˚pv˜˚i qvi. 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section characterizing dualizable
subspaces in V Ď VectF pA,Bq
Theorem 2.11. Let V Ď VectF pA,Bq be a subspace for vector spaces A and B. Then
V “ ρ_pQ˚ b p´qq for some vector space Q and a linear map ρ : A Ñ B b Q if and only if
V is pointwise finite dimensional and closed in the finite topology.
Proof. The “only if” part was proved in Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9.
Conversely, suppose V is pointwise finite dimensional and closed in the finite topology.
We will prove the statement by putting Q “ V ˚. Again choose bases paαqα in A and pbβqβ in
B. Define ρ : AÑ B b V ˚ as follows. For a given α the pointwise finite dimensionality of V
implies that V aα Ď xbβ1 , . . . , bβnyF for some n P N and β1, . . . , βn. Then there exist v
˚
i P V
˚
such that fpaαq “
řn
i“1 v
˚
i pfqbβi for all f P V . Let ρpaαq :“
řn
i“1 bβi b v
˚
i .
Obviously, V Ď ρ_pV ˚˚ b p´qq. Let us prove the converse inclusion. Let v˚˚ P V ˚˚. We
claim that ρ_pv˚˚ b p´qq P V .
Let ρpaαq “
ř
β bβ b v
˚
βα. (For a given α only a finite number of v
˚
βα is nonzero.) Suppose
ρ_pv˚˚ b p´qq R V . Since V is closed in the finite topology, there exist n P N and α1, . . . , αn
such that for any f P V we haveÿ
β
v˚βαipfqbβ “ fpaαiq ‰ ρ
_pv˚˚ b aαiq “
ÿ
β
v˚˚pv˚βαiqbβ for some 1 ď i ď n.
In other words, the system
v˚βαipfq “ v
˚˚pv˚βαiq for all β and all 1 ď i ď n (2.4)
has no solution in f P V . Since for a fixed i only a finite number of v˚βαi is nonzero, the
system (2.4) is finite. Lemma 2.10 implies that we get a contradiction and ρ_pv˚˚bp´qq P V .
Hence V “ ρ_pV ˚˚ b p´qq. 
Remark 2.12. If bothA and B are finite dimensional, then the finite topology onVectF pA,Bq
is discrete and all subspaces of VectF pA,Bq are closed and pointwise finite dimensional.
The lemmas below will be used in Sections 3.4 and 4.2.
Lemma 2.13. Let V Ď VectF pA,Bq be a subspace for some vector spaces A and B over
a field F . If V is pointwise finite dimensional, then its closure V in the finite topology is
pointwise finite dimensional too.
Proof. Let f P V . Then for any n P N and a1, . . . , an P A there exists g P V such that
fpaiq “ gpaiq, 1 ď i ď n. Hence for every a P A we have V a “ V a and V is pointwise finite
dimensional too. 
Lemma 2.14. Let A,B, P be vector spaces and ρ : AÑ BbP ˚ a linear map, ρpaq “ ap0qbap1q
for a P A. Define the linear map ψ : P b A Ñ B by ψpp b aq :“ ap1qppqap0q for all a P A,
p P P . Then cosupp ρ “ cosuppψ (the closure is taken in the finite topology).
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Proof. Obviously, cosuppψ Ď cosupp ρ. By Lemma 2.7, cosupp ρ is closed. Hence it is
sufficient to prove that for every f P cosupp ρ, n P N, a1, . . . , an P A there exists g P cosuppψ
such that fpaiq “ gpaiq for all 1 ď i ď n.
Again choose bases paαqα in A and pbβqβ in B and define qβα P P
˚ by ρpaαq “
ř
β bβb qβα.
By Lemma 2.10, for every n P N, indices α1, . . . , αn, and p
˚˚ P P ˚˚, there exists p P P such
that qβαippq “ p
˚˚pqβαiq for all 1 ď i ď n and β (here we again use that for a fixed i only
finite number of qβα is nonzero). Hence the values of the linear maps AÑ B corresponding
to p and p˚˚ coincide on aα1 , . . . , aαn . Since any element of A can be written as a finite linear
combination of some aα, the lemma follows. 
3. Measurings and comeasurings between Ω-algebras
3.1. Ω-algebras.
Let Ω be a span from Z` to Z` in Sets. In other words, Ω is a set endowed with two
maps s, t : Ω Ñ Z` (which we will call source and target). For a span Ω, we denote by Ω
˚
the dual span, which is the span obtained by interchanging the roles of source and target.
Definition 3.1. We call an Ω-algebra a vector space A endowed with linear maps
ωA : A
bspωq Ñ Abtpωq for every ω P Ω. (We will usually drop the subscript A and denote the
map by ω too.) Here use the convention that Ab0 :“ F .
A morphism of Ω-algebras f : AÑ B is a linear map satisfying
fbtpωq ˝ ωA “ ωB ˝ f
bspωq
for all ω P Ω:
Abspωq
fbspωq //
ωA

Bbspωq
ωB

Abtpωq
fbtpωq // Bbtpωq
The category of Ω-algebras is denoted by Ω-AlgF .
The above definitions make sense in any monoidal category (instead of VectF ).
Examples 3.2. (1) ∅-algebras are just vector spaces.
(2) tµu-algebras where spµq “ 2, tpµq “ 1 are just not necessarily associative not neces-
sarily unital algebras A with a multiplication µ : Ab AÑ A.
(3) Unital algebras A with a multiplication µ : A b A Ñ A and an identity element 1A
are examples of tµ, uu-algebras where spµq “ 2, tpµq “ 1, spuq “ 0, tpuq “ 1 and
u : F Ñ A is defined by upαq “ α1A for all α P F .
(4) Coalgebras C with a comultiplication ∆: C Ñ C b C and a counit ε : C Ñ F are
examples of t∆, εu-algebras where sp∆q “ 1, tp∆q “ 2, spεq “ 1, tpεq “ 0.
(5) Braided vector spaces W with a braiding τ : W b W Ñ W b W are examples of
tτu-algebras where spτq “ 2, tpτq “ 2.
(6) Bialgebras, Hopf algebras, Frobenius algebras, quantum torsors, ternary algebras,
etc. are examples of Ω-algebras too for appropriate Ω.
Obviously, tensor products of Ω-algebras are again Ω-algebras. For a given set Ω together
with maps s, t : Ω Ñ Z` define the set Ω
˚ :“ tω˚ | ω P Ωu and the maps s˚ : Ω˚ Ñ Z` and
t˚ : Ω˚ Ñ Z` where s
˚pω˚q :“ tpωq and t˚pω˚q :“ spωq for all ω P Ω. Then the classical
duality between algebras and coalgebras is naturally extended to the duality between Ω- and
Ω˚-algebras:
Proposition 3.3. (i) If A is an Ω-algebra such that im s Ď t0, 1u, then A˚ is an Ω˚-
algebra where the operations on A˚ are duals of the corresponding operations on A.
More precisely, this construction defines a contravariant functor Ω-AlgF Ñ Ω
˚-AlgF .
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(ii) If A is an Ω-algebra that is finite dimensional as a vector space, then A˚ is an Ω˚-
algebra. More precisely, this construction defines a contravariant equivalence of cate-
gories Ω-AlgfdF Ñ Ω
˚-AlgfdF , where the index fd means that we consider the categories
of finite-dimensional Ω-algebras.
Remark 3.4. One can define the notion of a variety of Ω-algebras in the following natural
way. Let a derived operation be a formal linear combination of compositions of some of
ω P Ω together, possibly, with some flips of components (of course, only linear combinations
of compositions of the same arity and coarity are allowed). Let Ω˜ be the set of all derived
operations induced by Ω and let P Ď Ω˜ be a subset. Then the variety defined by the set P
of polynomial identities is the class of all Ω-algebras where the symbols from P correspond
to zero maps. All varieties of ordinary algebras (in particular, Lie, associative commutative)
as well as the classes of counital coassociative coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras are
varieties in this sense. The results of this article however do not depend on the variety to
which a given Ω-algebra belongs and hence are applicable to all cases.
3.2. Measurings. Let us start by making the following observation
Proposition 3.5. Let P be a coalgebra. Then the category ActP is a monoidal category such
that both forgetful functors U1, U2 : ActP Ñ VectF defined on objects by U1pA,B, ψq “ A
and U2pA,B, ψq “ B are strict monoidal.
Proof. Given two objects pA,B, ψq and pA1, B1, ψ1q in ActP , we define the tensor product as
pAb A1, B bB1, ψ2q, where we consider:
ψ2ppb ab a1q “ ψppp1q b aq b ψ
1ppp2q b a
1q.
The monoidal unit is given by pF, F, εq where ε is the counit of coalgebra P , regarded as
a map P – P b F Ñ F . One can easily verify that this indeed endows ActP with the
structure of a monoidal category. 
For any pA,B, ψq in ActP we can in particular consider the n-fold tensor product of this
object with itself for any n P N. We will denote this by pA,B, ψqbn “ pAbn, Bbn, ψnq, where
we have (by the above)
ψnppb a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq :“ ψppp1q b a1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ψpppnq b anq
for all ai P A, p P P , n ą 0 and ψ0ppq “ εP ppq.
We now come to one of the main definitions of this paper.
Definition 3.6. A linear map ψ : P b A Ñ B, where A and B are Ω-algebras and P is a
coalgebra, is called a measuring from A to B if and only if pA,B, ψq is an Ω-algebra in the
monoidal category ActP . Spelled out, ψ is a measuring if and only if for all ω P Ω we have
ψtpωqppb ωApa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aspωqqq “ ωBpψspωqppb a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aspωqqq
for all ai P A, p P P .
Examples 3.7. (1) If Ω “ tµ, uu and A, B are unital algebras, we get the usual defini-
tion [11, Chapter VII] of a measuring from A to B:
ψppb abq “ ψppp1q b aqψppp2q b bq and ψppb 1Aq “ εppq1B
for a, b P A and p P P .
(2) If A and B are coalgebras, then a measuring from A to B is just a coalgebra homo-
morphism P b AÑ B.
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Remark 3.8. If pA,B, ψq is in ActP , we know that there is an associated morphism
P Ñ VectpA,Bq. Under this correspondence, one easily sees that if ψ is a measuring
then grouplike elements of P correspond to morphisms of Ω-algebras. In the same way,
primitive elements in P could be interpreted as a kind of generalized derivations.
The following result shows that measurings can transport interesting information between
Ω-algebras.
Proposition 3.9. Let A and B be tµu-algebras (i.e. vector spaces with a binary operation).
If B is associative and there exists a measuring ψ : P bAÑ B such that ψ is injective, then
A is associative as well.
Proof. It suffices to see that ψppb apbcqq “ ψppb pabqcq for all p P P and a, b, c P A. 
Fix Ω-algebras A and B and a subspace V Ď VectF pA,Bq. Consider the category
MeaspA,B, V q where the objects are pairs pP, ψq consisting of a coalgebra P and a mea-
suring ψ : P b A Ñ B such that cosuppψ Ď V . A morphisms from ψ1 : P1 b A Ñ B to
ψ2 : P2 b A Ñ B in MeaspA,B, V q is a coalgebra homomorphism ϕ : P1 Ñ P2 making the
following diagram commutative:
P1 b A
ψ1 //
ϕbidA

B
P2 b A
ψ2
;;①①①①①①①①①
Theorem 3.10. In MeaspA,B, V q there exists a terminal object, that we denote by
p
˝
CpA,B, V q, ψA,B,V q and that we call the V -universal measuring coalgebra from A to B.
Proof. Denote by K the right adjoint functor for the forgetful functor CoalgF Ñ VectF .
In other words, for a given vector space W the coalgebra KpW q is the cofree coalgebra of
W . Denote by
˝
CpA,B, V q the sum of all subcoalgebras C of KpV q such that the com-
position of the embedding C Ď KpV q, the counit KpV q Ñ V of the adjunction and the
embedding V Ď VectF pA,Bq defines a measuring. Then, by the universal property of
KpV q, the map ψA,B,V : ˝CpA,B, V q b A Ñ B corresponding to the composition of the em-
bedding
˝
CpA,B, V q Ď KpV q, the counit KpV q Ñ V of the adjunction and the embedding
V Ď VectF pA,Bq is the terminal object ofMeaspA,B, V q and ˝CpA,B, V q is the V -universal
measuring coalgebra from A to B. 
Remark 3.11. It is easy to see that the cosupport of the universal measuring ψA,B,V is a
subspace of V and coincides with V if there exists a measuring from A to B with the
cosupport equal to V .
Example 3.12. If A and B are unital associative algebras, the coalgebra
˝
CpA,B,VectF pA,Bqq is exactly the Sweedler universal measuring coalgebra [11, Chapter
VII].
3.3. Comeasurings. Dually to what we did in the previous subsection, one can see that
for any unital associative algebra Q, the category CoActQ is a monoidal category such that
both forgetful functors to Vect are strict monoidal. If an object object pA,B, ρq in this
monoidal category has an Ω-algebra structure, then we say that Q comeasures from A to B.
Let us spell out this definition in detail.
Let A and B be Ω-algebras and let Q be a unital associative algebra. Suppose
ρ : A Ñ B b Q is a linear map and denote ρpaq “ ap0q b ap1q, for any a P A. Then for
n P Z` we have induced maps ρn : A
bn Ñ Bbn b Q defined as follows: ρ0pαq “ α1Q for
α P F , and
ρnpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq :“ pa1qp0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b panqp0q b pa1qp1q . . . panqp1q
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for all ai P A.
Definition 3.13. A linear map ρ : A Ñ B b Q is called a comeasuring from A to B if it
preserves the operations from Ω, i.e. for every ω P Ω, ai P A we have
ρtpωq
`
ωApa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aspωqq
˘
“ pωB b idQqρspωqpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aspωqq.
Example 3.14. In the case Ω “ tµ, uu and A, B are unital algebras we get the following
definition of a comeasuring from A to B:
ρp1Aq “ 1B b 1Q and ρpabq “ ap0qbp0q b ap1qbp1q for all a, b P A.
In other words, ρ is an algebra homomorphism.
Remark 3.15. The restriction of ρ_ (see the definition in Section 2) to Q˝bA is a measuring.
If Q is finite dimensional, then ρ_ itself is a measuring and cosupp ρ “ cosupp ρ_.
Fix Ω-algebras A and B and a subspace V Ď VectF pA,Bq. Consider the category
ComeaspA,B, V q where the objects are all comeasurings ρ : A Ñ B b Q for all unital
associative algebras Q with cosupp ρ Ď V and the morphisms from ρ1 : A Ñ B b Q1 to
ρ2 : AÑ BbQ2 are unital algebra homomorphisms ϕ : Q1 Ñ Q2 making the diagram below
commutative:
A
ρ1 //
ρ2 ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
B bQ1
idB bϕ

B bQ2
Let us call the algebraA˝pA,B, V q corresponding to the initial object inComeaspA,B, V q
(if it exists) the V -universal comeasuring algebra from A to B.
Theorem 3.16. If V is pointwise finite dimensional and closed in the finite topology, there
exists an initial object in ComeaspA,B, V q.
Proof. By Theorem 2.11, there exists a vector space W and a linear map ρ0 : A Ñ B bW
such that ρ_0 pW
˚ b p´qq “ V .
Let paαqα be a basis in A and let pbβqβ be a basis in B. Define pβα PW by
ρ0paαq “
ÿ
β
bβ b pβα.
Let W0 :“ supp ρ0 “ xpβα | α, βyF .
For every ω P Ω define a
β1,...,βtpωq
ω;α1,...,αspωq, b
β1,...,βtpωq
ω;α1,...,αspωq P F by
ωApaα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aαspωqq “
ÿ
β1,...,βtpωq
a
β1,...,βtpωq
ω;α1,...,αspωqaβ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aβtpωq
and
ωBpbα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bαspωqq “
ÿ
β1,...,βtpωq
b
ω;β1,...,βtpωq
α1,...,αspωq bβ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bβtpωq.
In other words, a
β1,...,βtpωq
ω;α1,...,αspωq and b
β1,...,βtpωq
ω;α1,...,αspωq are the structure constants of the Ω-algebras
A and B, respectively.
Denote by T the left adjoint functor for the forgetful functor AlgF Ñ VectF . In other
words, for a given vector spaceM the algebra T pMq is the free (or tensor) algebra ofM . Let
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iM : M Ñ T pMq be the unit of this adjunction. Denote by I the ideal of T pW0q generated
by the elements ÿ
γ1,...,γtpωq
a
γ1,...,γtpωq
ω;α1,...,αspωqiW0ppβ1γ1qiW0ppβ2γ2q . . . iW0ppβtpωqγtpωqq
´
ÿ
µ1,...,µspωq
b
β1,...,βtpωq
ω;µ1,...,µspωqiW0ppµ1α1qiW0ppµ2α2q . . . iW0ppµspωqαspωqq
for all ω P Ω and α1, . . . , αspωq, β1, . . . , βtpωq and ω P Ω.
Let A˝pA,B, V q :“ T pW0q{I and let ρA,B,V : AÑ B bA
˝pA,B, V q be the composition of
the corestriction of ρ0 to B bW0 and the maps iW0 : W0 Ñ T pW0q and T pW0q ։ T pW0q{I
tensored by idB. Then the choice of I implies that ρA,B,V is a comeasuring. Suppose
ρ : A Ñ B b Q is another comeasuring with cosupp ρ Ď V where Q is a unital associative
algebra. Then Proposition 2.6 implies that there exists a linear map τ : W0 Ñ Q making the
following diagram commutative:
A //
ρ ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
B bW0
idB bτ
✤
✤
✤
B bQ
AsQ is a unital associative algebra, there exists an algebra homomorphism τ1 : T pW0q Ñ Q
making commutative the diagram
A //
ρ
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
B b T pW0q
idB bτ1
✤
✤
✤
B bQ
Since ρ is a comeasuring we have I Ď Kerpτ1q and there exists an algebra homomorphism
τ¯1 : A
˝pA,B, V q Ñ Q making commutative the diagram
A
ρA,B,V //
ρ
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙ B bA˝pA,B, V q
idB bτ¯1
✤
✤
✤
B bQ
Now recall that A˝pA,B, V q is generated by the images of pβα. Therefore, the homomor-
phism τ¯1 is unique and ρA,B,V is an initial object in ComeaspA,B, V q. 
Remark 3.17. It is easy to see that the cosupport of ρA,B,V : A Ñ B b A
˝pA,B, V q is a
subspace of V (the cosupport could become a proper subspace of V after the factorization
by I) and coincides with V if there exists a comeasuring from A to B with the cosupport
equal to V .
Examples 3.18. (1) If A and B are unital associative algebras with B finite dimen-
sional then VectF pA,Bq is obviously pointwise finite dimensional and closed in the
finite topology and A˝pA,B,VectF pA,Bqq coincides with the Tambara universal
coacting algebra [13, Section 1].
(2) Let A and B be unital associative algebras such that A˝pA,B,VectF pA,Bqq
exists. If, moreover, A is a bialgebra and B is commutative then
A˝pA,B,VectF pA,Bqq is a bialgebra. Indeed, to start with, note that
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ωA,B,VectF pA,Bq : A Ñ B b A
˝pA,B,VectF pA,Bqq b A
˝pA,B,VectF pA,Bqq and
λ : AÑ B b F defined below are comeasurings:
ωA,B,VectF pA,Bq “ pµB b idb idqpidbτ b idqpρA,B,VectF pA,Bq b ρA,B,VectF pA,Bqq∆A
λ “ canuB εA
where can: B Ñ B b F is the canonical isomorphism. The comultiplication ∆ and
counit ε on A˝pA,B,VectF pA,Bqq are the unique algebra homomorphisms such that:
pidb∆qρA,B,VectF pA,Bq “ ωA,B,VectF pA,Bq
pidbεqρA,B,VectF pA,Bq “ λ
It is straightforward to see that ∆ and ε define a bialgebra structure on
A˝pA,B,VectF pA,Bqq. A similar result was obtained in [7, Section 3] in the
context of measurings.
(3) Let A, B be associative algebras, Q a unital associative algebra, and ρ : AÑ B bQ
a comeasuring. Let paαqα be a basis in A, pbβqβ a basis in B and define qβα P Q
by ρpaαq “
ř
β bβ b qβα. Consider I to be the ideal of the tensor algebra T psupp ρq
generated by ÿ
r,s
kγrs isupp ρpqrαq isupp ρpqsβq ´
ÿ
u
kuαβ isupp ρpqγuq
for all possible choices of indices α, β, γ, where isupp ρ : supp ρ Ñ T psupp ρq
is the canonical inclusion and kvαγ P F denote the structure constants of A.
Then A˝pA,B, cosupp ρq “ T psupp ρq{I and ρA,B,V “ pidB b pi isupp ρqρ, where
pi : T psupp ρq Ñ T psupp ρq{I is the canonical projection.
Furthermore, it can be easily proved that
`
A˝pA,B, cosupp ρq, ρA,B,V
˘
is the initial
object in the category whose objects are all comeasurings equivalent to ρ while the
morphisms between two such objects ρ1 : A Ñ B b Q1 and ρ2 : A Ñ B b Q2 are all
algebra homomorphisms τ : Q1 Ñ Q2 such that pidB bτqρ1 “ ρ2.
3.4. Duality between measurings and comeasurings. In this section we establish the
duality between
˝
CpA,B, V q and A˝pA,B, V q.
We first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.19. Let A and B be Ω-algebras and let V Ď VectF pA,Bq be a pointwise fi-
nite dimensional subspace closed in the finite topology. Denote by MeaspP,A,B, V q the
set of measurings ψ : P b A Ñ B with cosuppψ Ď V and by ComeaspP ˚, A, B, V q
the set of comeasurings ρ : A Ñ B b P ˚ with cosupp ρ Ď V . Then we have a bi-
jection MeaspP,A,B, V q – ComeaspP ˚, A, B, V q natural in the coalgebra P if we regard
Measp´, A, B, V q and Comeaspp´q˚, A, B, V q as functors CoalgF Ñ Sets.
Proof. Every ρ P ComeaspP ˚, A, B, V q induces a measuring ρ_ : P b A Ñ B where
ρ_pp b aq :“ ap1qppqap0q for all a P A and p P P . Then cosupp ρ
_ Ď cosupp ρ Ď V and
ρ_ P MeaspP,A,B, V q.
Conversely, if ψ P MeaspP,A,B, V q, then cosuppψ is pointwise finite dimensional. Hence
for every a P A there exist n P N, b1, . . . , bn P B, p
˚
1 , . . . , p
˚
n P P
˚ such that for every p P P
we have ψpp b aq “
řn
i“1 p
˚
i ppqbi. Note that for fixed linearly independent b1, . . . , bn linear
functions p˚1 , . . . , p
˚
n P P
˚ are defined uniquely. Hence there exists a unique comeasuring
ρ : AÑ B bP ˚ such that ρ_ “ ψ. The values of ρ are defined by ρpaq “
řn
i“1 bi b p
˚
i . Since
V is closed, by Lemma 2.14 we have cosupp ρ “ cosuppψ Ď V and ρ P ComeaspP ˚, A, B, V q.

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Recall that for an algebra A the finite dual of A is denoted by A˝.
Theorem 3.20. Let A and B be Ω-algebras and let V Ď VectF pA,Bq be a point-
wise finite dimensional subspace closed in the finite topology. Denote the restriction ofČρA,B,V : A˝pA,B, V q˚ b A Ñ B on A˝pA,B, V q˝ b A by ČρA,B,V too. If θ is the unique
coalgebra homomorphism making commutative the diagram
˝
CpA,B, V q b A
ψA,B,V
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
B
A˝pA,B, V q˝ b A
ČρA,B,V
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
θbidA
OO✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
then θ is a coalgebra isomorphism.
Proof. Inspired by [13, Remark 1.3], we can add the bijection from Lemma 3.19 to the
following bijections natural in the coalgebra P :
CoalgF pP, ˝CpA,B, V qq – MeaspP,A,B, V q
– ComeaspP ˚, A, B, V q – AlgF pA
˝pA,B, V q, P ˚q – CoalgF pP,A
˝pA,B, V q˝q.
(3.1)
Now if we substitute for P the coalgebra A˝pA,B, V q˝, the coalgebra homomorphism
θ : A˝pA,B, V q˝ Ñ
˝
CpA,B, V q will correspond to idA˝pA,B,V q˝ . If we substitute for P the
coalgebra
˝
CpA,B, V q, by the naturality, the homomorphism id
˝CpA,B,V q will correspond to
θ´1. Hence θ is a coalgebra isomorphism. 
Remark 3.21. One can formulate this duality in the form of an adjuction too. Let us call a
measuring ψ : PbAÑ B rational if ψ “ ρ_0
ˇˇ
PbA
for some linear map ρ0 : AÑ BbP
˚. (Here
as usual we treat P bA as a subspace of P ˚˚bA.) Denote ψˆ :“ ρ0 which is defined uniquely
for every rational ψ and is in fact a comeasuring. In addition, denote byMeasratpA,B, V q the
full subcategory ofMeaspA,B, V q whose objects are all rational measurings ψ : P bAÑ B.
Then for every subspace V Ď VectF pA,Bq closed in finite topology, rational measuring
ψ : P b AÑ B and comeasuring ρ : AÑ B bQ, such that cosuppψ, cosupp ρ Ď V , there is
a natural bijection
MeasratpA,B, V qpψ, ρ_
ˇˇ
Q˝bA
q – ComeaspA,B, V qpρ, ψˆq
(a restriction of the bijection CoalgF pP,Q
˝q – AlgF pQ,P
˚q) which means that the cor-
responding contravariant functors are adjoint. Here we get an alternative proof of Theo-
rem 3.20. (It is sufficient to use the contravariant version of the fact that right adjoint
covariant functors preserve terminal objects.)
4. Universal (co)actions on Ω-algebras
4.1. Actions. If B is a bialgebra, then the category of left B-modules is a monoidal category.
Unpacking the definition of an Ω-algebra therein, we obtain the following.
Definition 4.1. Let B be a bialgebra and let A be an Ω-algebra. We say that a linear map
ψ : B b A Ñ A is a B-action on A or, which is the same, ψ defines on A a structure of a
(left) B-module Ω-algebra if the following two conditions hold:
(1) ψ defines on A a structure of a (unital) left B-module;
(2) ψ is a measuring from A to A.
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If Ω “ tµ, uu and A is a unital algebra, then we get the usual definition of a unital module
algebra. If Ω “ tµu, then the algebra is not necessarily unital. Finally, if Ω “ t∆, εu and A
is a coalgebra, then we get the definition of a module coalgebra.
For actions we can use the notion of cosupport, equivalence, and the preorder introduced
in Section 2.
Note that for an action ψ : B b A Ñ A its cosupport cosuppψ is just the image of the
corresponding algebra homomorphism B Ñ EndF pAq. In particular, cosuppψ is a unital
subalgebra in EndF pAq.
Theorem 4.2. Let A be an Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital subalgebra. Then the
V -universal measuring coalgebra
˝
BpA, V q :“
˝
CpA,A, V q admits a structure of a bialgebra
such that for any bialgebra B and any action ψ : B b A Ñ A such that cosuppψ Ď V
the unique coalgebra homomorphism ϕ making the diagram below commutative is in fact a
bialgebra homomorphism:
B b A
ψ //
ϕbidA
✤
✤
✤ A
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
99rrrrrrrrrrr
(4.1)
(Here ψA,V :“ ψA,A,V .)
We call
˝
BpA, V q the V -universal acting bialgebra.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Note that ψA,V pid˝BpA,V qbψA,V q : ˝BpA, V q b ˝BpA, V q b AÑ A is a
measuring too and cosupppψA,V pid˝BpA,V qbψA,V qq Ď V since V is a subalgebra. Hence there
exists a unique coalgebra homomorphism µ :
˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q Ñ
˝
BpA, V q making the
following diagram commutative:
˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q b A
id
˝BpA,V qbψA,V //
µbidA
✤
✤
✤ ˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V

˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
// A
Now we define the multiplication in
˝
BpA, V q using µ.
In order to define the identity element we consider the trivial map
F b A rÑ A,
which is a measuring. There exists a unique coalgebra homomorphism u : F Ñ
˝
BpA, V q
making the diagram below commutative:
F b A
„ //
ubidA
✤
✤
✤ A
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
99rrrrrrrrrrr
We define 1
˝BpA,V q :“ up1F q.
Now we have to prove that the multiplication µ is associative and that 1
˝BpA,V q is indeed
the identity element of
˝
BpA, V q.
Consider the diagram
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˝BpA,V q b ˝BpA, V q b ˝BpA,V q b A
id
˝BpA,V q
bµbidA //
id
˝BpA,V q
b id
˝BpA,V q
bψA,V

µbid
˝BpA,V q
b idA
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
˝BpA, V q b ˝BpA,V q b A
id
˝BpA,V q
bψA,V

µbidA
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
˝BpA,V q b ˝BpA, V q bA
µbidA //
id
˝BpA,V q
bψA,V

˝BpA,V q b A
ψA,V

˝BpA, V q b ˝BpA,V q b A
id
˝BpA,V q
bψA,V //
µbidA
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
˝BpA,V q b A
ψA,V
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
˝BpA, V q bA
ψA,V
// A
The left face is commutative since both compositions are equal to µbψA,V . The commuta-
tivity of the other faces except the upper one follows from the definition of µ. Therefore the
compositions of the upper face being composed with ψA,V are equal too. Now the universal
property of
˝
BpA, V q implies the commutativity of the diagram
˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q
id
˝BpA,V qbµ //
µbid
˝BpA,V q

˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q
µ

˝BpA, V q b ˝BpA, V q µ
//
˝BpA, V q
and the associativity follows.
Consider the diagram
F b
˝
BpA, V q b A
ubid
˝BpA,V qb idA //
„
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
idF bψA,V

˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q b A
id
˝BpA,V qbψA,V

µbidAtt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V

F b A
ubidA //
„
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
˝BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
A
The commutativity of the rear face and the left face is obvious. The commutativity of the
lower face follows from the definition of u and the commutativity of the right face follows
from the definition of µ. Therefore, the coalgebra homomorphisms forming the upper face
become equal after their composition with ψA,V . Now universal property of ˝BpA, V q implies
the commutativity of the diagram
F b
˝
BpA, V q
ubid
˝BpA,V q //
„
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ ˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q
µuu❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
˝
BpA, V q
Hence 1
˝BpA,V q is the left identity element of ˝BpA, V q.
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Analogously, if we consider the diagram
˝
BpA, V q b F b A
id
˝BpA,V qbubidA //
„
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
„

˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q b A
id
˝BpA,V qbψA,V

µbidAtt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V

˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
A
we get the commutativity of the diagram
˝
BpA, V q b F
id
˝BpA,V qbu //
„
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ ˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q
µuu❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
˝
BpA, V q
Hence 1
˝BpA,V q is the right identity element of ˝BpA, V q and ˝BpA, V q is indeed a bialgebra.
Suppose B is another bialgebra and ψ : B b AÑ A is an action such that cosuppψ Ď V .
Denote by ϕ the unique coalgebra homomorphism making the diagram (4.1) commutative.
We claim that ϕ is a bialgebra homomorphism.
Consider the diagram
B bB b A
ϕbϕbidA //
idB bψ

µBbidA
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼ ˝BpA, V q b ˝BpA, V q b A
id
˝BpA,V qbψA,V

µbidA
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚
B b A
ϕbidA //
ψ

˝BpA, V q b A
ψA,V

B b A
ϕbidA //
ψ
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯
A A
where µB : B b B Ñ B is the multiplication in B. The lower face and the front face are
commutative by the definition of ϕ. The rear face is commutative since it coincides with the
lower face (and the front face) tensored by ϕ from the left. The left and the right faces are
commutative since both ψ and ψA,V define on A the structure of a left module.
Therefore, after the composition with ψA,V , the upper face becomes commutative too and
the universal property of
˝
BpA, V q implies the commutativity of the diagram
B bB
ϕbϕ //
µB

˝
BpA, V q b
˝
BpA, V q
µ

B
ϕ
//
˝
BpA, V q
Therefore ϕ preserves the multiplication.
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Consider the diagram
F b A
uBbidA
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟
ubidA

„
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
B b A
ψ
//
ϕbidA
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
A
where uB : F Ñ B is defined by upαq “ α1B for all α P F .
The large triangle and the right triangle are commutative by the unitality of the module
structures on A. The lower triangle is commutative by the definition of ϕ. Hence the left
triangle becomes commutative after the composition with ψA,V . Thus the universal property
of
˝
BpA, V q implies the commutativity of the diagram
F
uB
  
  
  
  
u
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
B
ϕ
//
˝BpA, V q
Therefore ϕ preserves the identity element and is indeed a bialgebra homomorphism. 
Example 4.3. 1) When A is a unital associative algebra, the bialgebra
˝
BpA,EndF pAqq
is exactly the Sweedler universal measuring bialgebra [11, Chapter VII] and we denote it
simply by
˝
BpAq.
2) When C is a coalgebra, the bialgebra
˝
BpC,EndF pCqq will be called the universal acting
bialgebra of C and we denote it simply by
‚
BpCq.
Consider now Hopf algebra actions.
Recall that the embedding functor HopfF Ñ BialgF has a right adjoint functor
Hr : BialgF Ñ HopfF . (See [1, 4].) Let ˝HpA, V q :“ Hrp˝BpA, V qq. Define the action
ψ
Hopf
A,V : ˝HpA, V qbAÑ A as the composition of ψA,V and the counit ˝HpA, V q Ñ ˝BpA, V q of
the adjunction tensored by idA. Then for any Hopf algebra H and any action ψ : HbAÑ A
with cosuppψ Ď V there exists a unique Hopf algebra homomorphism ϕ making the diagram
below commutative:
H b A
ψ //
ϕbidA
✤
✤
✤ A
˝
HpA, V q b A
ψ
Hopf
A,V
88rrrrrrrrrrr
We call
˝
HpA, V q the V -universal acting Hopf algebra.
Example 4.4. 1) When A is a unital associative algebra, the Hopf algebra
˝
HpA,EndF pAqq
will be called the universal acting Hopf algebra of A and we denote it simply by
˝
HpAq.
2) When C is a coalgebra, the Hopf algebra
˝
HpC,EndF pCqq will be called the universal
acting Hopf algebra of C and we denote it simply by
‚
HpCq. It can be easily seen that
‚
HpCq
is the terminal object in the category whose objects are all module coalgebra structures
θH : H b C Ñ C on C and the morphisms between two such objects θH1 : H1 b C Ñ C and
θH2 : H2 b C Ñ C are Hopf algebra homomorphisms f : H1 Ñ H2 which make the following
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diagram commutative:
H1 b C
θH1 //
fbidC

C
H2 b C
θH2
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
3) If ψ : H b A Ñ A is some Hopf algebra action on an ordinary algebra A, then
˝
HpA, cosuppψq is exactly the universal Hopf algebra of ψ introduced in [2]. Indeed, by the
definition of
˝
HpA, cosuppψq we have cosupp
´
ψ
Hopf
A,cosuppψ
¯
Ď cosuppψ, the action ψHopfA,cosuppψ
is universal among all actions equivalent to ψ and therefore cosuppψ Ď cosupp
´
ψ
Hopf
A,cosuppψ
¯
.
Hence cosupp
´
ψ
Hopf
A,cosuppψ
¯
“ cosuppψ.
Note that one can regard a unital algebra A as a tµu-algebra and as a tµ, uu-algebra. This
leads to two different definitions of
˝
HpA, V q. Theorem 4.5 below shows that when V arises
from some unital action ψ : H b A Ñ A on A, i.e. ψph b 1Aq “ εphq1A for all h P H , then
these two V -universal acting Hopf algebras are isomorphic.
Theorem 4.5. Let A be a unital algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital subalgebra.
Suppose V 1A “ F1A. (E.g., V “ cosuppψ for some unital action ψ.) Then ˝HpA, V q does
not depend on whether one regards A as a tµu-algebra or as a tµ, uu-algebra.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that ψHopfA,V : ˝HpA, V q b A Ñ A is a unital action even if
we regard A as a tµu-algebra. The equality V 1A “ F1A implies that 1A is a common
eigenvector for all operators from
˝
HpA, V q. By [2, Proposition 4.3] the action ψHopfA,V is
unital and therefore
˝
HpA, V q is a V -universal acting Hopf algebra on A as a tµ, uu-algebra
too. 
4.2. Coactions. Dually to the previous subsection, we can consider Ω-algebras in the
monoidal category of B-comodules over a bialgebra B, which leads to the following defi-
nition.
Definition 4.6. Let B be a bialgebra and let A be an Ω-algebra. We say that a linear map
ρ : A Ñ A b B is a B-coaction on A or, which is the same, ρ defines on A a structure of a
(right) B-comodule Ω-algebra if the following two conditions hold:
(1) ρ defines on A a structure of a (counital) right B-comodule;
(2) ρ is a comeasuring from A to A.
If Ω “ tµ, uu and A is a unital algebra, then we get the usual definition of a unital comodule
algebra. If Ω “ tµu, then the algebra is not necessarily unital. Finally, if Ω “ t∆, εu and A
is a coalgebra, then we get the definition of a comodule coalgebra.
For coactions we can use the notion of cosupport, equivalence, and the preorder introduced
in Section 2.
Note that for a coaction ρ : A Ñ A b B its cosupport cosupp ρ is just the image of the
corresponding algebra homomorphism B˚ Ñ EndF pAq. In particular, cosupp ρ is a unital
subalgebra in EndF pAq and supp ρ is a subcoalgebra in B. Restricting linear functions on B
to supp ρ, we obtain that cosupp ρ – psupp ρq˚ as algebras.
Theorem 4.7. Let A be an Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital subalgebra such that
there exists the V -universal comeasuring algebra B˝pA, V q :“ A˝pA,A, V q. Then B˝pA, V q
admits a structure of a bialgebra such that for any bialgebra B and any coaction ρ : AÑ AbB
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such that cosupp ρ Ď V the unique algebra homomorphism ϕ making the diagram below
commutative is in fact a bialgebra homomorphism:
A
ρA,V //
ρ %%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ Ab B˝pA, V q
idAbϕ
✤
✤
✤
AbB
(4.2)
(Here ρA,V :“ ρA,A,V .)
Proof. Note that pρA,V b idB˝pA,V qqρA,V : A Ñ A b B
˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q is a comeasuring
too and, since V is a subalgebra, we have cosuppppρA,V b idB˝pA,V qqρA,V q Ď V . Therefore,
there exists a unique algebra homomorphism ∆: B˝pA, V q Ñ B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q making
the diagram below commutative:
A
ρA,V //
ρA,V

A b B˝pA, V q
idAb∆
✤
✤
✤
Ab B˝pA, V q
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V q
// Ab B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
Now we define the comultiplication in B˝pA, V q to be equal to ∆.
In order to define the counit map, we consider the trivial map
A rÑ Ab F,
which is a comeasuring. There exists a unique algebra homomorphism ε : B˝pA, V q Ñ F
making the diagram below commutative:
A
ρA,V //
„
%%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ Ab B˝pA, V q
idAbε

A b F
We define the counit in B˝pA, V q to be equal to ε.
Now we have to prove that the comultiplication ∆ is coassociative and that ε and ∆ indeed
satisfy the counit axioms.
Consider the diagram
A
ρA,V //
ρA,V

ρA,V
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙ Ab B
˝pA, V q
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V q
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V q

Ab B˝pA,V q
idA b∆ //
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V q

Ab B˝pA,V q b B˝pA, V q
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V qbB˝pA,V q

Ab B˝pA,V q
idA b∆
//
idA b∆
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
Ab B˝pA, V q b B˝pA,V q
idA b∆bidB˝pA,V q
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
Ab B˝pA,V q b B˝pA, V q
idA b idB˝pA,V q b∆
// Ab B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q b B˝pA,V q
The right face is commutative since it is the definition of ∆ tensored by idB˝pA,V q. The
commutativity of the left, the upper and the rear face follows from the definition of ∆ too.
The front face is commutative since both compositions are equal to ρA,V b∆. Therefore the
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compositions of the lower face being composed with ρA,V are equal too. Now the universal
property of B˝pA, V q implies the commutativity of the diagram
B˝pA, V q
∆
//
∆

B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
∆bidB˝pA,V q

B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
idB˝pA,V qb∆
// B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
and the coassociativity follows.
Consider the diagram
A
ρA,V //
ρA,V
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
ρA,V

Ab B˝pA, V q
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V q

A b B˝pA, V q
„

Ab B˝pA, V q
„
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
idAb∆ // A b B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
idAbεbidB˝pA,V qtt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐
Ab F b B˝pA, V q
The commutativity of the upper face and the left face is obvious. The commutativity of
the right face follows from the definition of ε and the commutativity of the rear face follows
from the definition of ∆. Therefore, the algebra homomorphisms forming the lower face
become equal after their composition with ρA,V . Now universal property of B
˝pA, V q implies
the commutativity of the diagram
B˝pA, V q
∆ //
„
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
εbidB˝pA,V quu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
F b B˝pA, V q
Hence ε satisfies the left counit axiom.
Analogously, if we consider the diagram
A
ρA,V //
ρA,V

„
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙ Ab B˝pA, V q
idAbεtt❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V q

A b F
ρA,V bidF

Ab B˝pA, V q
„
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙ idAb∆
// A b B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
idAb idB˝pA,V qbεtt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐
Ab B˝pA, V q b F
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we get the commutativity of the diagram
B˝pA, V q
∆ //
„
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
idB˝pA,V qbεuu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦
B˝pA, V q b F
Hence ε satisfies the right counit axiom and B˝pA, V q is indeed a bialgebra.
Suppose B is another bialgebra and ρ : AÑ AbB is a coaction such that cosupp ρ Ď V .
Denote by ϕ the unique algebra homomorphism making the diagram (4.2) commutative. We
claim that ϕ is a bialgebra homomorphism.
Consider the diagram
A
ρA,V

ρA,V
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯ A
ρ

ρ
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆
A b B˝pA, V q
idAbϕ //
ρA,V bidB˝pA,V q

AbB
ρbidB

Ab B˝pA, V q
idAbϕ //
idAb∆
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚
AbB
idAb∆B
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
Ab B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
idAbϕbϕ // A bB bB
where ∆B : B Ñ B b B is the comultiplication in B. The upper face and the rear face are
commutative by the definition of ϕ. The front face is commutative since it coincides with
the upper face (and the rear face) tensored by ϕ from the right. The left and the right faces
are commutative since both ρ and ρA,V define on A the structure of a right comodule.
Therefore, after the composition with ρA,V , the lower face becomes commutative too and
the universal property of B˝pA, V q implies the commutativity of the diagram
B˝pA, V q
∆

ϕ // B
∆B

B˝pA, V q b B˝pA, V q
ϕbϕ
// B bB
Therefore ϕ preserves the comultiplication.
Consider the diagram
A
ρ
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟
ρA,V

„
✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻✻
Ab B˝pA, V q
idAbε ''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
idAbϕww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
A bB
idAbεB
// Ab F
where εB is the counit in B.
The large triangle and the right triangle are commutative by the counitality of the comod-
ule structures on A. The left triangle is commutative by the definition of ϕ. Hence the lower
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triangle becomes commutative after the composition with ρA,V . Thus the universal property
of B˝pA, V q implies the commutativity of the diagram
B˝pA, V q
ϕ //
ε
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
B
εB  
  
  
  
F
Therefore ϕ preserves the counit and is indeed a bialgebra homomorphism. 
We call B˝pA, V q the V -universal coacting bialgebra.
Example 4.8. 1) Let A be a unital associative algebra for which the bialgebra
B˝pA,EndF pAqq exists. It can be easily seen that B
˝pA,EndF pAqq is exactly the Tambara
universal coacting bialgebra αpA,Aq (see [13]) and we will denote it simply by B˝pAq. Note
that if A is finite dimensional, the conditions in Theorem 3.16 which ensure the existence of
B˝pAq are trivially fulfilled.
2) Let A “
À
nPZA
pnq be an associative Z-graded unital algebra such that dimApnq ă `8
for all n P Z. Denote by V Ď EndF pAq the subalgebra of all linear operators preserving the
grading. Obviously, V is pointwise finite dimensional. Moreover, if an operator f0 P EndF pAq
does not preserve the grading, for some n P Z, a P Apnq and b R Apnq we have f0paq “ b.
Note that the neighbourhood tf P EndF pAq | fpaq “ bu of the point f0 in the finite topology
has empty intersection with V . Hence V is closed in the finite topology and Theorem 3.16
implies that there exists the bialgebra B˝pA, V q, which is Yu. I. Manin’s universal coacting
bialgebra endpAq [6].
3) Let C be a coalgebra for which the bialgebra B˝pC,EndF pCqq exists. In this case we
denote the bialgebra B˝pC,EndF pCqq simply by B
‚pCq and we call it the universal coacting
bialgebra of C. As in the previous example, if C is finite dimensional the conditions in
Theorem 3.16 which ensure the existence of B‚pCq are trivially fulfilled.
Consider now Hopf algebra coactions.
Recall that the embedding functor HopfF Ñ BialgF has a left adjoint functor
Hl : BialgF Ñ HopfF . (See [8, Theorem 2.6.3] or [12].) Let H
˝pA, V q :“ HlpB
˝pA, V qq.
Define the coaction ρHopfA,V : A Ñ A b H
˝pA, V q as the composition of ρA,V and the unit
B˝pA, V q Ñ H˝pA, V q of the adjunction tensored by idA. Then for any Hopf algebra H
and any coaction ρ : A Ñ A b H with cosupp ρ Ď V there exists the unique Hopf algebra
homomorphism ϕ making the diagram below commutative:
A
ρ &&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲
ρ
Hopf
A,V // AbH˝pA, V q
idAbϕ
✤
✤
✤
A bH
We call H˝pA, V q the V -universal coacting Hopf algebra.
Example 4.9. 1) If A is a unital associative algebra for which the bialgebra B˝pAq exists,
the Hopf algebra H˝pA,EndF pAqq is exactly the Tambara universal coacting Hopf algebra
and we denote it by H˝pAq.
2) Let A “
À
nPZA
pnq be an associative Z-graded unital algebra such that dimApnq ă `8
for all n P Z. Denote by V Ď EndF pAq the subalgebra of all linear operators preserving the
grading. As we noted in Example 4.8, 2), the space V is pointwise finite dimensional and
closed in the finite topology. Hence Theorem 3.16 implies that there exists the Hopf algebra
H˝pA, V q, which is Yu. I. Manin’s universal coacting Hopf algebra autpAq [6].
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3) Let C be a coalgebra for which the bialgebra B‚pCq exists. In this case we denote the
Hopf algebra H˝pC,EndF pCqq simply by H
‚pCq and we call it the universal coacting Hopf
algebra of C. It is straightforward to see that H‚pCq is the initial object in the category
whose objects are all comodule coalgebra structures ψH : C Ñ C b H and the morphisms
between two such objects ψH1 : C Ñ C b H1 and ψH2 : C Ñ C b H2 are Hopf algebra
homomorphisms f : H1 Ñ H2 which make the following diagram commutative:
C
ρH1 //
ρH2 ''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
C bH1
idCbf

C bH2
4) If ρ : A Ñ A b H is some Hopf algebra coaction on an ordinary algebra A, then
H˝pA, cosupp ρq is exactly the universal Hopf algebra of ρ introduced in [2]. Indeed, by the
definition of H˝pA, cosupp ρq we have cosupp
´
ρ
Hopf
A,cosupp ρ
¯
Ď cosupp ρ, the coaction ρHopfA,cosupp ρ
is universal among all coactions equivalent to ρ and therefore cosupp ρ Ď cosupp
´
ρ
Hopf
A,cosupp ρ
¯
.
Hence cosupp
´
ρ
Hopf
A,cosupp ρ
¯
“ cosupp ρ.
Theorem 4.10. Let A be an Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital subalgebra closed in
the finite topology. Then B˝pA, V q exists if and only if the subalgebra generated by cosupp ρ
for all bialgebras B and coactions ρ : AÑ AbB such that cosupp ρ Ď V , is pointwise finite
dimensional. Analogously, H˝pA, V q exists if and only if the subalgebra generated by cosupp ρ
for all Hopf algebras H and coactions ρ : A Ñ A bH such that cosupp ρ Ď V , is pointwise
finite dimensional.
Proof. The proof is identical for both cases. Therefore without loss of generality we may
treat just the case of bialgebras.
The necessity is obvious as if B˝pA, V q indeed exists, we have cosupp ρ Ď cosupp ρA,V for
all bialgebras B and coactions ρ : AÑ AbB such that cosupp ρ Ď V .
Let W Ď EndF pAq be the subalgebra generated by all such cosupp ρ Ď V . If W is
pointwise finite dimensional, then by Lemma 2.13 its closure W in the finite topology is
pointwise finite dimensional too and by Theorem 3.16 there exists B˝pA,W q. As W Ď V ,
we have B˝pA, V q “ B˝pA,W q. 
Corollary 4.11. The Tambara universal coacting Hopf algebra H˝pA,EndF pAqq exists for
an Ω-algebra A if and only if the subalgebra generated by cosupp ρ for all Hopf algebras H
and all coactions ρ : AÑ A bH is pointwise finite dimensional.
Proposition 4.12 below is dual to [2, Proposition 4.3].
Proposition 4.12. Let A be a unital algebra and let ρ : AÑ AbH be a coaction of a Hopf
algebra H. Suppose ρp1Aq “ 1A b h for some h P H. Then h “ 1H , i.e. the coaction ρ is
unital.
Proof. Since ρ is a coaction, we have εphq “ 1F and ∆phq “ h b h. Considering 1
2
A “ 1A,
we get h2 “ h. Since pShqh “ hpShq “ 1H , the element h is invertible. Now h
2 “ h implies
h “ 1H . 
Theorem 4.13 below shows that when V arises from some unital coaction, there is no
difference whether we include the unit map to Ω or not.
Theorem 4.13. Let A be a unital algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital subalgebra
such that there exists H˝pA, V q. Suppose V 1A “ F1A. (E.g., V “ cosupp ρ for some unital
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coaction ρ.) Then H˝pA, V q does not depend on whether one regards A as a tµu-algebra or
as a tµ, uu-algebra.
Proof. First regard A as a tµu-algebra. The equality V 1A “ F1A implies ρ
Hopf
A,V p1Aq “ 1Abh
for some h P H˝pA, V q. By Proposition 4.12, ρHopfA,V is a unital coaction and H
˝pA, V q is a
V -universal coacting Hopf algebra on A as a tµ, uu-algebra too. 
4.3. Duality between actions and coactions. It turns out that in the case of (co)actions
the coalgebra isomorphism θ from Theorem 3.20 is in fact a bialgebra isomorphism.
Theorem 4.14. Let A be an Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital pointwise finite di-
mensional subalgebra closed in the finite topology. If θ is the unique bialgebra homomorphism
making commutative the diagram
˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
B
B˝pA, V q˝ b A
ĆρA,V
88qqqqqqqqqqq
θbidA
OO✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
then θ is a bialgebra isomorphism. In particular, for any finite dimensional algebra A and
any finite dimensional coalgebra C we have the following bialgebra isomorphisms:
˝
BpAq – B˝pAq˝,
‚
BpCq – B‚pCq˝.
Proof. The existence of θ follows from Theorem 4.2. By Theorem 3.20 θ is bijective. 
The same is true for V -universal Hopf algebras.
Theorem 4.15. Let A be an Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital pointwise fi-
nite dimensional subalgebra closed in the finite topology. Then the unique homomorphism
θHopf : H˝pA, V q˝ Ñ
˝
HpA, V q of Hopf algebras making commutative the diagram
˝
HpA, V q b A
ψ
Hopf
A,V
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼
B
H˝pA, V q˝ b A
Č
ρ
Hopf
A,V
88qqqqqqqqqqqq
θHopfbidA
OO✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
is an isomorphism. In particular, for any finite dimensional algebra A and any finite dimen-
sional coalgebra C we have the following Hopf algebra isomorphisms:
˝
HpAq – H˝pAq˝,
‚
HpCq – H‚pCq˝.
Proof. Let H be an arbitrary Hopf algebra. Consider the natural bijections
HopfF pH, ˝HpA, V qq “ HopfF pH,Hrp˝BpA, V qqq – BialgF pH, ˝BpA, V qq
– BialgF pH,B
˝pA, V q˝q – BialgF pB
˝pA, V q, H˝q – HopfF pHlpB
˝pA, V qq, H˝q
“ HopfF pH
˝pA, V q, H˝q – HopfF pH,H
˝pA, V q˝q.
Hence H˝pA, V q˝ –
˝
HpA, V q under the isomorphism that corresponds to
idH˝pA,V q˝ P HopfF pH
˝pA, V q˝,H˝pA, V q˝q
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if we take H “ H˝pA, V q˝. But the corresponding element of HopfF pH
˝pA, V q˝,
˝
HpA, V qq
is precisely θHopf resulting from the universal properties of
˝
BpA, V q and
˝
HpA, V q:
˝
HpA, V q b A //
ψ
Hopf
A,V

˝
BpA, V q b A
ψA,V
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
A
H˝pA, V q˝ b A //
Č
ρ
Hopf
A,V
GGθ
HopfbidA
OO✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
B˝pA, V q˝ b A
θbidA
OO
ĆρA,V
88qqqqqqqqqqq
The uniqueness of θHopf follows from the universal property of
˝
HpA, V q too. 
4.4. Duality between Ω- and Ω˚-algebras. Here we show how the universal (co)acting
bialgebras and Hopf algebras relate to each other if we replace a finite dimensional Ω-algebra
A with the dual Ω˚-algebra A˚.
Theorem 4.16. Let A be a finite dimensional Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pA
˚q be a unital
subalgebra. Then we have a bialgebra isomorphism
˝
BpA˚, V q –
˝
BpA, V #qop
where V # :“ tf˚ | f P V u Ď EndF pAq.
Proof. Consider the category ActionspA˚, V q where the objects are all actions
ψ : B b A˚ Ñ A˚ for all bialgebras B with cosuppψ Ď V and the morphisms from
ψ1 : B1 b A
˚ Ñ A˚ to ψ2 : B2 b A
˚ Ñ A˚ are bialgebra homomorphisms ϕ : B1 Ñ B2
making the diagram below commutative:
B1 b A
˚ ψ1 //
ϕbidA˚

A˚
B2 b A
˚
ψ2
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
Then the terminal object of ActionspA˚, V q is the action of the bialgebra
˝
BpA˚, V q on
A˚.
Analogously, the action of the bialgebra
˝
BpA, V #q is the terminal object in the category
ActionspA, V #q where the objects are all actions ψ : B b A Ñ A for all bialgebras B with
cosuppψ Ď V # and the morphisms from ψ1 : B1 bAÑ A to ψ2 : B2 bAÑ A are bialgebra
homomorphisms ϕ : B1 Ñ B2 making the diagram below commutative:
B1 b A
ψ1 //
ϕbidA

A
B2 b A
ψ2
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
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Let p be the functor ActionspA˚, V q Ñ ActionspA, V #q defined as follows: if
ψ : B b A˚ Ñ A˚ is an object of ActionspA˚, V q, then pψ : Bop b AÑ A is defined by
a˚
´pψpbb aq¯ :“ ψpbb a˚qpaq for all b P B, a P A, a˚ P A˚.
In other words, pψpbb p´qq :“ pψpbb p´qqq˚ and cosupp pψ “ pcosuppψq#. The Ω-algebra A
becomes a right B-module and therefore a left Bop-module.
A straightforward check shows thatp is an isomorphism of categories and therefore pmaps
the terminal object to the terminal object. Now the theorem follows. 
For a certain class of finite dimensional Ω-algebras, the bialgebra isomorphism from the
previous theorem can be extended to the corresponding V -universal (co)acting Hopf algebras.
Theorem 4.17. Let A be a finite dimensional Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pA
˚q be a unital
subalgebra such that
˝
BpA, V #q is a Hopf algebra. Then we have a Hopf algebra isomorphism
˝
HpA˚, V q –
˝
HpA, V #qop.
Proof. To start with, according to our assumption
˝
BpA, V #qop has a skew antipode. Pro-
ceeding as in [4, Lemma 3.6], one can easily check that Hr
`
˝
BpA, V #qop
˘
is a Hopf algebra
with bijective antipode. Since the embedding functor HopfF Ñ BialgF is left adjoint to
Hr, for any Hopf algebra with bijective antipode H we have the following natural bijections:
HomSHopfF
`
H, Hrp˝BpA, V
#qopq
˘
“ HomHopfF
`
H, Hrp˝BpA, V
#qopq
˘
– HomBialgF
`
H,
˝
BpA, V #qop
˘
“ HomBialgF
`
Hop,
˝
BpA, V #q
˘
– HomHopfF
`
Hop, Hrp˝BpA, V
#qq
˘
“ HomHopfF
`
H, Hrp˝BpA, V
#qqop
˘
“ HomSHopfF
`
H, Hrp˝BpA, V
#qqop
˘
.
Thus, the Hopf algebras Hrp˝BpA, V
#qopq and Hrp˝BpA, V
#qqop are isomorphic. This leads
to the following isomorphism of Hopf algebras:
˝
HpA, V #qop “ Hr
`
˝
BpA, V #q
˘op
– Hr
`
˝
BpA, V #qop
˘Theorem4.16
– Hr
`
˝
BpA˚, V q
˘
“
˝
HpA˚, V q
and the proof is now finished. 
Analogously, we have
Theorem 4.18. Let A be a finite dimensional Ω-algebra and let V Ď EndF pAq be a unital
subalgebra. Then we have a bialgebra isomorphism
B
˝pA˚, V q – B˝pA, V #qcop.
Proof. Consider the category CoactionspA˚, V q where the objects are all coactions
ρ : A˚ Ñ A˚ b B for all bialgebras B with cosupp ρ Ď V and the morphisms from
ρ1 : A
˚ Ñ A˚ bB1 to ρ2 : A
˚ Ñ A˚ bB2 are bialgebra homomorphisms ϕ : B1 Ñ B2 making
the diagram below commutative:
A˚
ρ1 //
ρ2 $$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■ A
˚ bB1
idA˚ bϕ

A˚ bB2
Then the initial object of CoactionspA˚, V q is the coaction of the bialgebra BpA˚, V q˝ on
A.
Analogously, the coaction of the bialgebra B˝pA, V #q is the initial object in the category
CoactionspA, V #q where the objects are all coactions ρ : A Ñ A b B for all bialgebras B
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with cosupp ρ Ď V # and the morphisms from ρ1 : A Ñ A b B1 to ρ2 : A Ñ A b B2 are
bialgebra homomorphisms ϕ : B1 Ñ B2 making the diagram below commutative:
A
ρ1 //
ρ2 ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
AbB1
idAbϕ

AbB2
Let p be the functor CoactionspA˚, V q Ñ CoactionspA, V #q defined as follows: if
ρ : A˚ Ñ A˚ b B is an object of CoactionspA˚, V q, then pρ : A Ñ A b Bcop is defined
by
pa˚ b idBqpρpaq :“ ρpa˚qpaq for all a P A, a˚ P A˚.
Note that pρ_pb˚bp´qq “ pρ_pb˚ b p´qqq˚ for all b˚ P B˚ where ρ_pb˚ba˚q :“ b˚pa˚p1qqa˚p0q.
Hence cosupp pρ “ pcosupp ρq#. The Ω-algebra A becomes a left B-comodule and therefore
a right Bcop-module.
A straightforward check shows thatp is an isomorphism of categories and therefore pmaps
the initial object to the initial object. Now the theorem follows. 
Theorem 4.19. For any finite dimensional Ω-algebra A such that B˝pA, V #q is a Hopf
algebra, we have an isomorphism of Hopf algebras
H
˝pA˚, V q – H˝pA, V #qcop.
Proof. First note that our assumption implies that the bialgebra B˝pA, V #qcop has a skew
antipode. In light of [4, Lemma 3.6] the Hopf algebra Hl
`
B˝pA, V #qcop
˘
has a bijective
antipode. Having in mind that the embedding functor HopfF Ñ BialgF is right adjoint
to Hl it follows that for any Hopf algebra with bijective antipode H we have the following
natural bijections:
HomSHopfF
`
HlpB
˝pA, V #qcopq, H
˘
“ HomHopfF
`
HlpB
˝pA, V #qcopq, H
˘
– HomBialgF
`
B
˝pA, V #qcop, H
˘
“ HomBialgF
`
B
˝pA, V #q, Hcop
˘
– HomHopfF
`
HlpB
˝pA, V #qq, Hcop
˘
“ HomHopfF
`
HlpB
˝pA, V #qqcop, H
˘
“ HomSHopfF
`
HlpB
˝pA, V #qqcop, H
˘
.
Therefore, HlpB
˝pA, V #qcopq and HlpB
˝pA, V #qqcop are isomorphic Hopf algebras. Further-
more, we have the following isomorphism of Hopf algebras:
H
˝pA, V #qcop “ Hl
`
B
˝pA, V #q
˘cop
– Hl
`
B
˝pA, V #qcop
˘Theorem4.18
– HlpB
˝pA˚, V qq “ H˝pA˚, V q
and the theorem now follows.

4.5. Examples of (co)algebras for which the universal coacting Hopf algebra does
not exist. As it was originally shown by Tambara and follows from Corollary 4.11 and
Examples 2–3, the universal coacting Hopf algebra of a finite dimensional algebra always
exists. Moreover, as noted in Examples 4.8, 3) and 4.9, 3), the universal coacting Hopf
algebra also exists for any finite dimensional coalgebra. However, this is not necessarily the
case for arbitrary (co)algebras as the next examples show.
Example 4.20. Let A be the algebra over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic
0, with the countable basis 1A, v1, v2, v3, . . . such that vivj “ 0 for all i, j P N. Then there
exists neither B˝pAq nor H˝pAq.
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Proof. Let Cn “ xcnyn be the cyclic group of order n, n P N. Consider the following Cn-action
on A by automorphisms:
cnvi “
$&
%
vi`1 if i ă n,
v1 if i “ n,
vi if i ą n.
Let ζn be the primitive nth root of unity. It is easy to see that
1A,
wnj “
nÿ
i“1
ζ pi´1qpj´1qn vi for j “ 1, . . . , n,
vn`1, vn`2, . . .
form a basis of eigenvectors for this Cn-action. Moreover cnwnj “ ζ
1´j
n wnj “ χ
1´j
n pcnqwnj.
Let C˚n “ HompCn, F
ˆq “ xχnyn be the dual group of Cn, χnpcnq :“ ζn. Consider the
C˚n-grading A “
Àn
j“0A
pχjnq where wnj P A
pχ1´jn q and 1A, vn`1, vn`2, . . . P A
p1q.
The Cn-action and the C
˚
n-grading defined above correspond to the FC
˚
n-comodule struc-
ture ρn : A Ñ A b FC
˚
n defined by ρnp1Aq “ 1A b 1, ρnpwnjq :“ wnj b χ
1´j
n for j “ 1, . . . , n
and ρnpviq “ vi b 1 for i ą n. Note that v1 “
1
n
řn
j“1wnj and
ρnpv1q “
1
n
nÿ
j“1
wnj b χ
1´j
n “
1
n
nÿ
j“1
nÿ
i“1
ζ pi´1qpj´1qn vi b χ
1´j
n “
nÿ
i“1
vi b χni
where χni :“
1
n
řn
j“1 ζ
pi´1qpj´1q
n χ1´jn , 1 ď i ď n. Now suppose there exist B
˝pAq and denote
by ρ : AÑ AbB˝pAq the corresponding coaction. We have ρpv1q “ 1Abh0`
řm
i“1 vibhi for
some m P N and some hi P B
˝pAq. Then, as for fixed n the elements χni, where i “ 1, . . . , n,
are linearly independent by the Vandermonde argument, for n ą m there exist no bialgebra
homomorphism ϕ : B˝pAq Ñ FC˚n making the diagram below commutative:
A
ρ //
ρn $$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
A b B˝pAq
idAbϕ
✤
✤
✤
Ab FC˚n
The same argument works for H˝pAq. 
Remark 4.21. The same proof works for A “ F rv1, v2, v3, . . .s which has no universal coacting
Hopf and bialgebras either.
Example 4.22. Let pC,∆, εq be the coalgebra over an algebraically closed field F of char-
acteristic 0, with the countable basis v0, v1, v2, v3, . . . such that εpv0q “ 1, ∆pv0q “ v0 b v0,
∆pviq “ v0b vi` vib v0, εpviq “ 0 for all i P N. Then there exists neither B
‚pCq nor H‚pCq.
Proof. We consider the Cn-action
cnvi “
$&
%
vi`1 if i ă n,
v1 if i “ n,
vi if i ą n or i “ 0
and repeat verbatim the proof of the previous example. 
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